
YES2, the 2nd Young Engineers’ 
Satellite, is an educational project in
which European students build, fly and
re-enter the first student-built re-entry
vehicle with 30-km tether 

The YES2 mission

The YES2 mission is planned to be launched
on the Russian carrier Foton-M3 in 2006 to
demonstrate the SpaceMail concept, a
payload-delivery system from Low Earth
Orbit. YES2 returns a capsule, possibly an
inflatable one, from space to Earth using
tether technology. This tether is a very long,
thin cable (30 km, 0.5 mm) that performs the
function of a conventional deboost rocket by
swinging back the capsule to Earth. After the
tether is cut, the YES2 capsule begins the re-
entry into the atmosphere to land on the
ground.

The YES2 team

Students are developing the YES2 mission in
three phases. The first phase (2002- 2003)
focused on involving students from all over
Europe to set up a network of participating
universities. Some 400 students from 25 uni-
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versities were involved in this phase to study
the technical feasibility of the mission and
come up with concepts for inherently safe
capsules. We are now in the second phase
(2003-2005). Here, five centres of YES2
expertise have been created where the
detailed design of the satellite and manufac-
turing and testing of the components are
carried out. These centres are linked to differ-
ent institutions in Europe and are hosted at
five universities, each having a special role
and expertise in the YES2 project: Kent (UK)
in the instrumentation and software of the
capsule, Krefeld (Germany) in the develop-

ment and testing of the tether deployment
system (FLOYD), Patras (Greece) in the
mechanical design and thermal tests,

Reggio Emilia (Italy) in the re-entry
technology and the inflatable capsule

structure and Samara (Russia) in the
aerothermodynamics, mission simulations
and tests. In the final phase (2006), the flight
preparation, flight recovery and post-flight
analysis will be performed.

Delta-Utec SRC, a Dutch company based in
Leiden, is the project’s prime contractor.
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Summer Space School 
in Samara, Russia

Many educational initiatives take place in the framework of YES2. For example the ESA-sponsored
Samara Space Summer Schools (SSSS 2003 and 2004) where YES2 students get together with their
Russian colleagues to share knowledge and work. During these two-week events, Russian experts help
solve questions related to the YES2 mission in fields such as aerothermodynamics, telemetry, trajec-
tory and more. The Space Summer School 2004 will focus on the development of the YES2 Fotino
capsule and several payloads of the satellite such as the capsule’s beacon and the on-board GPS.

More information about the project and
information how you can participate is
available on the website: www.yes2.info

tellite
entry technology
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